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Holas and March Phys. Rev. A. 51, 2040 1995 gave a formally exact theory for the
exchange-correlation xc force Fxcr=−xcr associated with the xc potential xcr of the
density-functional theory in terms of low-order density matrices. This is shown in the present study
to lead, rather directly, to the determination of a sum rule nFxc=0 relating the xc force with the
ground-state density nr. Some connection is also made with an earlier result relating to the
external potential by Levy and Perdew Phys. Rev. A. 32, 2010 1985 and with the quite recent
study of Joubert J. Chem. Phys. 119, 1916 2003 relating to the separation of the exchange and
correlation contributions. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2114848I. BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE
While density-functional theory DFT continues to be
widely applied to a variety of problems embracing both
chemical physics and biology, evidence is building up that
existing approximate functionals are in urgent need of refine-
ment. One very recent example of this is the study by Wanko
et al.1 of absorption properties of retinal proteins, for which
presently available functionals lead to a disagreement with
experiment.
In the search for such refined exchange-correlation xc
energy functionals, exact results, though generally of integral
rather than local form, involving the xc potential xcr, can
be expected to play an increasingly important role in testing
the quantitative virtues of proposed refinements. The present
study lies in this area but focuses on the xc force Fxcr
defined by
Fxcr = − xcr . 1.1
This quantity was treated exactly by Holas and March2 in
terms of low-order density matrices DMs via the so-called
differential form of the virial theorem. It should be stressed
that in the present paper we will deal exclusively with finite
systems, that is, with molecules and clusters.
With this background, the outline of the present article is
as follows. In Sec. II, after recalling the March-Young3 result
as a background, we first set out the Holas-March2 result
based on the differential virial theorem. As a consequence,
we are led to Eq. 2.7 for the average force −extr asso-
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field zr of the kinetic origin embracing the kinetic corre-
lation energy as well as the electron-electron interaction
term. A connection is made with an early result of Levy and
Perdew4 for this average force. Throughout Sec. II, we work
with the exact exchange-correlation potential without need-
ing any separation into exchange and correlation contribu-
tions. In Sec. III, however, we perform such separation and
make connections with an earlier study of Joubert.5 Section
IV concludes with a brief summary of the main findings of
the present article.
II. EXACT SUM RULES OBTAINED VIA
THE DIFFERENTIAL VIRIAL THEOREM
A. Sum rules in a one-dimensional noninteracting
system
As a background to the differential virial theorem in this
context, we start from the one-dimensional form derived by
March and Young.3 They introduced the kinetic energy per
unit length tx and considered an arbitrary number of non-
interacting fermions moving in a common one-dimensional
potential field x. By appealing to the equation of motion
for the Dirac density matrix single particle s and therefore
idempotent sx1 ;x2, expanding it near the diagonal and
utilizing the fermion density nx=sx ;x, March and
Young found
© 2005 American Institute of Physics04-1
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1
2
nx
dx
dx
+
1
8
d3nx
dx3
2.1
rewritten here using an alternative definition of the kinetic-
energy density as tx= 122sx ;x /xxx=x=x; atomic
units are used throughout the paper. Forming the virial of
Clausius r ·Fr which in one dimension is evidently xFx
=−xdx /dx, they stressed that Eq. 2.1, multiplied by 2x
and integrated, gave back the usual integral virial theorem
2T = − 
−

dxnxxFx , 2.2
where T=	
−
 dxtx. Thus Eq. 2.1 was termed the differen-
tial form of the virial theorem. This equation is readily re-
written as a “force-balance” equation, which then reads
Fx =
dx
dx
= 
2dtxdx − 14 d3nxdx3  1nx . 2.3
The achievement of Holas and March2 was to effect the exact
generalization of the independent-fermion result 2.3 to
three dimensions and, of course, to include also a full ac-
count of electron-electron interactions.
B. Sum rule for the external force
in a three-dimensional interacting system
Let us start from the Holas-March2 result for the external
force stemming from the differential virial theorem for the
interacting many-electron system, which reads their Eq.
2.16
Fextr = − extr = zr; − 14  2nr
+ 2 d3rn2r,rrr − r−1 nr .
2.4
Here n2r ,r denotes the pair density, which is the diagonal
element of the second-order density matrix 2DM. The vec-
tor field zr ;  is defined solely in terms of the fully inter-
acting first-order density matrix 1DM r1 ;r2 via the
kinetic-energy density tensor t as
zr; = 2


r
tr; , 2.5
the precise definition of this tensor employed in Ref. 2 being
tr; =
1
4 
2
r  r
+
2
r  r
r;rr=r=r.
2.6
Using the notation f=	d3rfr, we find from Eq. 2.4 the
result
nFext = d3rzr; − 14  d3r  2nr
3 3 −1+ 2 d rd rn2r,rrr − r  . 2.7
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system
Adapting the result 2.4 to a system of noninteracting
fermions moving in a common potential field sr, we omit
the term due to the electron-electron interaction the integral
and replace the interacting 1DM r1 ;r2 by its single-
particle counterpart sr1 ;r2. The external force in this sys-
tem Eq. 2.24 in Ref. 2 then reads
Fsr = − sr = zr;s − 14  2nr/nr . 2.8
This leads to a sum rule analogous to Eq. 2.7
nFs = d3rzr;s − 14  d3r  2nr . 2.9
D. Sum rules for forces in the Kohn-Sham
system
Considering now the noninteracting system of Sec. II C
to be the Kohn-Sham KS system of DFT see, e.g., Ref. 6
equivalent to the original, interacting system of Sec. II B
and, therefore, having the same ground-state density nr, we
identify its external potential with the formally exact KS
potential
sr  KSr = extr + esxcr , 2.10
where esxcr denotes the electrostatic-plus-exchange-
correlation potential. The difference between Eqs. 2.7 and
2.9 with the partition 2.10 taken into account leads im-
mediately to the sum rule for the esxc force Fesxcr
=−esxcr, namely,
nFesxc = d3rzr;s − 
− 2 d3rd3rn2r,rrr − r−1 . 2.11
It can be reduced next to
nFesxc = 0 . 2.12
The vanishing in Eq. 2.11 of the electron-electron interac-
tion contribution is guaranteed by the symmetry of the inte-
grand: the factor rr−r−1=−r−r / r−r3 is antisym-
metric in r ,r, while the remaining factor is symmetric.
The vanishing of the kinetic-energy contribution depending
on s− is due to the asymptotic large-r exponential decay
of 1DMs: the long-range behavior of each natural orbital of 
and of the most extended occupied KS orbital of s is pro-
portional to exp−2Imin−1/2r, where Imin denotes the ioniza-
tion potential of the system see, e.g., Refs. 7 and 6. This
applies to finite systems only which are considered in the
present paper.
The same arguments lead to the vanishing of all terms in
both Eqs. 2.7 and 2.9, so the identities
nFext = 0, nFs = 0 2.13
follow. They reveal the homogeneity of the space as shown
4by Levy and Perdew.
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tween external potentials, interaction potential, and DMs de-
pend linearly on DMs derived from any eigenfunction of an
interacting system n , ,n2 and of a noninteracting one
n ,s, respectively. Therefore these relations remain true if
the pure-state DMs are replaced by the corresponding en-
semble DMs. While the DMs generated from the ground-
state eigenfunctions are used for application in the basic
DFT, those generated from the excited-state eigenfunctions
can be applied in the corresponding DFT extension see, e.g.,
Levy and Nagy8. All above-mentioned remarks concern also
Eq. 2.11, which represents the difference of Eqs. 2.7 and
2.9.
Finally, by taking xcr=esxcr−esr, the sum rule for
the xc force
nFxc = 0 2.14
can be obtained from Eq. 2.12 by subtracting the contribu-
tion due to the electrostatic force Fesr=−esr. Here, the
electrostatic potential is defined as usually by
esr;n = d3rnr/r − r . 2.15
The identity, which is applied for obtaining Eq. 2.14,
nFes = − d3rd3rnrnrrr − r−1 = 0 , 2.16
holds due to the symmetry of the integrand, as discussed just
below Eq. 2.12. In the case of the ensemble DFT, the en-
semble density nr is to be used in Eq. 2.15.
III. SEPARATE SUM RULES FOR THE EXCHANGE
AND CORRELATION FORCES
As shown by Levy and March,9 the separate expressions
for the exact exchange and correlation forces can be ex-
tracted from the Holas-March2 result for the esxc force Fesxc
through the use of the coupling-constant adiabatic-
connection method.10 Görling and Levy10 proposed to link
the interacting system and the equivalent noninteracting KS
system by a family of intermediate systems with the
electron-electron interaction  / r−r, i.e., scaled by the cou-
pling parameter  0,1; all systems are required to have
the same density nr. Properties of the fully interacting sys-
tem at =1 are viewed as derived from the KS system
solution at =0 with the help of the perturbation theory
with respect to . In this approach, the expanded esxc force
in the intermediate system
Fesxc
 r = 
l=1

lFesxc
l r 3.1
gives the electrostatic-plus-exchange force Fesx as its leading
term, and the correlation force Fc as the sum of the remain-
ing terms:
F r = F1 r , 3.2aesx esxc
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 160.45.34.137. Redistribution subject toFcr = Fesxcr − Fesxr = 
l=2

Fc
lr , 3.2b
∀ l  2, Fclr = Fesxcl r . 3.2c
The sum rule for the esxc force Fesxc
 in the intermediate
system is given by Eq. 2.11 adapted to this system, i.e.,
with the DMs  ,n2 replaced by  ,n2 and with the interac-
tion potential scaled by :
nFesxc
  = d3rzr;s − 
− 2 d3rd3rn2r,rrr − r−1 . 3.3
This again can be simplified to
nFesxc
  = 0, ∀  0,1 3.4
by applying the symmetry argument to the interaction con-
tribution and by noting that the asymptotic exponential decay
of natural orbitals of  should be of the same form at any
strength  of the interaction because nr=nr. The sum
rule 3.4 expanded according to Eq. 3.1 results in
nFesxc
l  = 0 for l = 1,2,… . 3.5
The following sum rules follow from Eq. 3.5 and the as-
signments 3.2a, 3.2b, and 3.2c:
nFesx = 0 , 3.6a
nFc = 0 , 3.6b
nFc
l = 0, for l = 2,3,… . 3.6c
The results 3.6a, 3.6b, and 3.6c are identical with the
equations derived by Joubert5 with the help of different
methods.
Finally, by taking Fx=Fesx−Fes and using the results
2.16 and 3.6a, the separate sum rule for the exchange
force is obtained:
nFx = 0 . 3.7
IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Everything calculated in the present study in Sec. II
stems from the differential virial theorem in terms of low-
order density matrices. The most important result is the sum
rule 2.14 which represents the identity satisfied by the
exchange-correlation force Fxcr=−vxcr associated with
the exact exchange-correlation potential vxcr. Both objects
are functionals of the density nr, which occurs also explic-
itly in the sum rule. To obtain in Sec. III the sum rules for the
exchange and correlation forces separately, Eqs. 3.6b and
3.7, the adiabatic-connection method also needs to be in-
volved.
It should be mentioned that any of the obtained sum
rules for a force can be transformed into an equivalent sum
rule for the associated potential. Namely, for FAr
=−vAr, the equation nFA=0 is equivalent to vAn
 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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symmetry only, e.g., when the density and potential are
spherically symmetric.
Evidently, in the continuing search for refined function-
als, as motivated in part by critical comments of Wanko
et al.1 for biological applications, it is important to test how
well the exact sum rules, and especially Eq. 2.14 involving
the exchange-correlation potential, are obeyed by refined
proposals in the future.
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